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By George!

Falling Into Joy

George Washington Views the Past, Present,
and the Future

By Conni Ponturo

By Betsy Jo Miller, Scribe

I

n this book several “founding
fathers,” through the naturalness of consciousness, share
their faults, the pains of birthing
this nation, the fallacies of their
war, and their expectations of the
future.
They chide us for not continuing their good works but of abetting actions that have led to wars,
terrorism, and weather changes.
They urge us to use our innate
powers to make changes quickly–
promising their help when we
begin.
Here you will discover the true
CreateSpace.com
facts about Washington’s relation $24.99 Soft Cover & $9.99 E-book
ISBN 978197458
with his family, Sally Fairfax, and
Martha; Jefferson’s relations with Order: bookstores and Amazon
Sally Hemings; and Adams reunion with Jefferson–so that both
died on the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence.

Thinking and Destiny

T

his is a book about joy,
how to get it and keep
it in our lives. It is all
simpler than we are making
it out to be, meaning living
in our bodies.
It’s the small steps we take,
day in and day out, that make
a huge difference. That’s
what creates lasting change
and transformation at any
age. We just need to take
them.
Presented here are real-life
stories of people who use
motivational techniques, such
as focused breathing and
stretching on the foam roller,
that help them move more
easily and allow them to feel
better in their bodies, and
ultimately connect to the joy
in their lives.

A Matter of Death and Life

A Classic for the Ages

By D.L. Kline

By Harold W. Percival

A

H

ere is your personal guide for
the New Age, with its unparalleled challenges and opportunities. You will finally understand that,
by your own thinking, you have made
your destiny up to the present. You
will learn how you have the power to
change your future, but more, you will
help change the destiny of the world!
Many have proclaimed Thinking and
Destiny, Percival’s masterwork, to be
the most complete book ever written on
The Word Foundation
man and the universe. Here you will find
$26 Softcover
rare information about your true identity.
With this knowledge, you will then have ISBN 978-0-911650-06-8
$36 Deluxe HC
the potential to awaken your own inherent ISBN 978-0-911650-09-9
ability to understand all that constitutes
1080 Pages
existence.
Available from New Leaf
The reading of this magnificent work
For more titles, visit:
may well be the most exciting and reward- theWordFoundation.org
ing experience of your life – a peace and joy in knowing, a feeling of
harmony, security, love, non-aloneness; it puts the spotlight on many
problems and mysteries otherwise inexplicable.

Balboa Press
$11.99 Soft Cover $3.99 Ebook
ISBN 978-1-5043-7681-5
www.ConniPonturo.com

Matter of Death
and Life deals with
a subject that touches
all of us and the illusion of
death—what really happens to
us when our physical bodies
cease to function and, more
importantly, how we plan all
our lives to make the most of
our brief time on Earth.
“Nobody ever ‘dies.’ When
this body you are currently
inhabiting ceases to function,
and an earthly life can no
longer be maintained by it,
you, the real you, your soul
if you will, simply leaves that
body and returns to your home
in the dimension next to this one.”
D. L. Kline lived a fairly ordinary life until an unexpected psychic
awakening at the age of 60. Now he is writing a series of books
about his spiritual journey to help others find their own paths.
www.BalboaPress.com www. davenjasper.com
$12.99 Soft Cover / $5.99 Ebook ISBN 978-1-5043-8046-1

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller

Books
Living Love
The Yoga of Yama & Niyama

The Urantia Book

By Maetreyii Ma

Spiritual teachings that transform your life!

D

Over 800,000 in print
**** Four star average
out of 715 Reviews

o you want to live in
integrity with all of life
and bring your deepest
spiritual self into the world?
This book explores yoga's
ancient practices that will
help you do just that. It can
help you shift negative
beliefs and thought patterns,
transform your relationship
with yourself and others, and ultimately your life.

Ananda Gurukula Pub. Ingram Spark, Amazon
$14.50 Pbk IBSN 978-0-9863047-1-2 www.yogama.info

God is Cool

Another Twist in
the Winding Path to Enlightenment

A Spiritual Farside Book by Liam Nolan!
“God is Cool makes me laugh every time I
open it and proves that spiritual insight and
great humor are inseparable.” – Adyashanti
“This book is a real
hoot! God is so cool He’s
glacial.” – Wavy Gravy
“This is a great book!
God is Cool and that is
good for Global Warming!”
– Swami Beyondananda
Avail: Ingram and Amazon
$8.00 Paperback ISBN 9780692939840
liamscreations.com anandagurukula.org

The Pursuit of Wisdom
By Dean Chavooshian

T

hese chapters are
dedicated to heroic individuals throughout history who have
attempted to de-mystify the unknown in
Science, Theology
and Philosophy. Their
vision has transcended
what we have been
taught, read, and knew.
Included are the
essential discoveries
each sought, found, and shared with mankind.
A commonality among these visionary
seekers of wisdom was their expansive thinking, rebuke of the scornful, and the courage
to distrust convention and conformity. We can
live life more fully when we apply the world’s
collective wisdom to our personal growth.
History, illuminated, points to the future.

Outskirts Press (446 pages)
$16.95 Paperback ISBN 9781478743255
$29.95 Hard Cover ISBN 9781478743729
Outskirtspress.com Amazon & booksellers
www.thepursuitofwisdom.net

3 Winners: Next Generation Indie Book
Award in Inspirational Non-Fiction;
Indie Excellence Book Award in History,
and Beverly Hills Book Award in History
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W

hy did more than 20,000 copies of
The Urantia Book sell in 2016?
Because its transforming message makes
your life a whole lot better. Welcome to
the literary masterpiece that answers
questions about God, life in the universe,
the history and future of this world, and
the complete life and teachings of Jesus.
The Urantia Book puts history, science,
and religion into a philosophy of living
that brings elevated purpose and hope
into your life. If you are searching for
new answers, read The Urantia Book!
The world needs spiritual truth that
provides individuals with a pathway into
a personal relationship with a loving God.
The book describes an endless destiny for
humankind, teaching that living faith is
the key to spiritual progress and eternal
survival. Likewise, the world needs a new spiritual vision inclusive enough to inspire
world peace and prosperity for all peoples of all religions and races.
Part IV of The Urantia Book is the inspiring story of Jesus’ life and teachings as
never told before. It includes his birth, childhood, teenage years, adult travels and
adventures, public ministry, crucifixion, and 19 resurrection appearances. It’s as though
the living Jesus was rediscovered so he can once again free the spiritual captives and
reveal a better life ahead. When you read his story, you’ll find your own life purpose
invigorated and transformed.
This book belongs in every bookstore and on your nightstand.

Urantia Foundation www.urantia.org
$19.95 Softcover ISBN 978-0-911560-51-0

$24.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-0-911560-07-7

The Parables of Jesus
Complete Teachings from The Urantia Book

D

id you know that the last 775 pages
of The Urantia Book are the complete
biography of the life and teachings of Jesus?
In vivid detail it recounts his birth, childhood, teenage years, adult travels and
adventures, public ministry, crucifixion, and
19 resurrection appearances. It also includes
all 38 parables as never told before.
Life is about stories and Jesus was the master storyteller, as you’ll discover when you
read this book. This beautifully illustrated book brings alive Jesus’ familiar parables
with new and expanded teachings in rich context and visual settings. These simple
stories run deep with sublime inspiration and instruction. This book is the perfect
gift for spiritually hungry souls looking for new meanings and a better life.
$19.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-0-9974049-0-6

The Leading Edge Review is published quarterly for bookstores by:
Sheila K. Andersen Media Associates, 3651 Robin Lane, Minnetonka, MN 55305;
(952) 217-4665; sheila@leadingedgereview.com; www.leadingedgereview.com

The Leading Edge Review graphic design by:
Spreiter Graphic Design, 920-12th Ave. S., Onalaska, WI.
(608) 783-8331; e-mail: jspreiter3@charter.net
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The ABCs of Yoga for Kids

A Guide for Parents and Teachers
Written by Teresa Anne Power
Illustrated by Kathleen Rietz

T

his award-winning guidebook supports parents and
teachers who wish to learn
more about yoga for kids.
Among other things, readers
will gain an understanding as
to how yoga can alleviate
many childhood challenges
and have access to a sample
children’s yoga routine.
Stafford House Books, Inc. $9.95 SC (Bonus CD included)
ISBN 978-0-9822587-7-4 www.abcyogaforkids.com
Order: New Leaf, B&T, Ingram, & APG Sales

The Five Words
SJV[$
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#1 in
Russia

By M. Katherine Mithcell, M.M.Q.

W

hat would it be like if
you were fulfilled and
living in joy? The five words
are tools to command and
befriend your most extreme,
painful emotions. Working
through the pages on choice,
empowerment, commitment,
boundaries, and compassion
will help you define and
create a more fulfilled and joyful life.
Balboa Press www.mkatherinemitchell.com
$11.99 SC $3.99 Ebook ISBN 978-1-5043-8179-6
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Practical Metaphysics
A New Insight In Truth
By Eric Butterworth

L
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DISTRIBUTED BY

National Book Network

(800) 62-6 20

NBNbooks.com
Dr. Patricia Bragg
and Paul C. Bragg

SJV[$


Fall 2017

BRAGG.com

800- 6-1990

“Paul C. Bragg did more
for America’s Health than
any person I know of.”
– Dr. C. EVERETT
KOOP,

Former US Surgeon General

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review

earn what it
means to live
from a deeper place
of consciousness—
live the abundant,
true life you
desire—with this
book from renowned
spiritual leader
Eric Butterworth.
The author of
Discover the Power
Within You shares his
profound insights on living metaphysically.
Through lectures, meditations, and activities,
Butterworth’s Practical Metaphysics will
awaken you to the centered place of your
own truth and offer you paths to health,
love, prosperity, and peace of mind.
Increase your spiritual awareness and
improve your life with this inspiring collection of lessons created by the gifted minister
and teacher.
Unity Books
$15.95 Softcover ISBN 9780871593696
Available: New Leaf or shop.unityonline.org
Discount code: LERMORE
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Books
The New Humans

Higher Vibrations

Second Genesis

For A Healthy, Happy,
and Harmonious Relationship

International Second Place Winner 2017

F

inally, a book that gives
you a guaranteed process
on how to connect with and
experience your ideal relationship. If you are unsatisfied with
your relationship experience(s),
and would really like to change
it, this is the book that will
show you the way to that fulfilling relationship you desire.

As seen at the 2017 Frankfurt Book Festival

By visionary and futurist Charol Messenger

T

he New Humans is Book 2
of the award-winning “New
Humanity” series, with all new
Higher Self visions and predictions
for now and to 3500 A.D.: a new
antibody, cure for Alzheimer’s, cancer
dismantled, E.T. contact.
The New Humans are solvers, in
service to improve others’ lives. They
are inventors, scientists, engineers,
researchers, protectors, physicians,
teachers, artists, healers, humanitarians, visionaries, innovators, intuitives–
bringing new answers in science,
technology, economy and education.
They care for the children, the seas,
and the oceans.
Though all about us is in chaos, we
are actually in a magnanimous shift.

Balboa Press highervibrationsnow.com
$17.99 SC $3.99 Ebook ISBN 978-1-5043-8159-8

Death Is Not the End

Understanding the Transition Between Lives
By Ines Beyer
Gold Winner in Death & Dying
of the Body Mind Spirit Awards

T

eStore www.createspace.com / 7163895 ISBN 9781546790464
$14.99 6x9 SC, 234 pgs / $7.99 Kindle thenewhumanityauthor.com charolmessenger.com
Book Excellence Awards sole finalist in “Body Mind Spirit” 2017

his award-winning book
explores a different perspective on death based on research
in out-of-body and near-death
experiences. It is for anyone
who contemplates the precious
remaining time of their life, death or losing
someone dear. “I welcome this new model and
will use it in my work.” - Alan Hugenot, Ph.D.
Balboa Press $3.99 eBook www.InesBeyer.com
$14.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5043-6984-8

ISBN13: 978-0692692561 $14.95 Soft Cover Available from New Leaf
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Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Congratulations Award Winners
Naked Mountain
A Memoir by Marcia Mabee

J

oy in natural world discovery, personal tragedy
and renewal unfold in the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
She Writes Press
$16.95 Pbk; $8.69 Ebook;
& audio version
ISBN 978-1-63152-097-6
www.nakedmountain.net
Order: IPS

•Silver Medal/Nautilus Awards/Death & Dying/Grief & Loss
•Bronze Medal/IPPY Awards/Regional Non-Fiction
•Finalist/Forward INDIES Awards/Nature
•USA Best Book Awards Finalist/Autobiography/Memoir

The Indigo Journals
Spiritual Healing For Indigo
Adults & Other Feminine Souls
By Yol Swan

A

re you highly sensitive,
creative and empathic?
This Readers’ Favorite
Book Award Finalist offers
spiritual insights and practical tools to understand your
soul type, unlock your power
and fulfill your purpose.
Sri Devi Press - TheIndigoJournals.com
$24.95 Pbk, $9.99 e-Book, New Leaf & Amazon

INATS is the only trade event to meet so many conscious authors,
publishers, and retailers in one place!

June 15-17, 2018 • Friday through Sunday
Pre-show Seminars Thursday, June 14, 2018
CROWNE PLAZA DENVER AIRPORT CONVENTION CENTER AND HOTEL
Convenient Location • Free Airport Shuttle • Free Parking • New Events • Seminars • Special Room Rates
Wholesale Only – Essential Networking for Retailers, Wholesalers, Publishers, Authors, and Artists
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Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Don’t Settle: How to Marry
the Man You Were Meant For

I Heard Your Dog Died
Imaginings for Those Who Have Lost a Pet
By Bonnie Kreitler

Dancing Souls
Merging Heaven and Earth

Beverly Hills Concentration Camp
By Randi Maggid

By Kathleen M. Flanagan

By Scott Carroll, MD
Pbk fiction ISBN 978-0-9970653-7-4 $16.95 Pbk $9.99 eBk ISBN 978-0-09964177-0-9
$14.99 SC ISBN 978-1-5043-6810-0 $15.95
Rambling Dog Publications LLC
Awakened Spirit Press Kathleenmflanagan.com
Balboa Press & Ingram
Ramblingdog.com
Walk side by side during Destiny’s

Self Help/IBPA
Ben Franklin Silver Award

Silver Medal/IBPA
Ben Franklin Awards

Healing the Wounds of Childhood

Willowmena’s Quest

By Sandra Rhea
By Don St. John, PHD
$17.99 Pbk ISBN 978-0692892473
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 9780997130102
Blissful
Light Press, LLC
PathofConnection.com Avail: Ingram
Available from New Leaf & DeVorss & Co.
A must read for anyone in recovery
Unforgettable fantasy tale of heroism,
or seeking psycho-spiritual growth.
friendship, and the triumph of the human

Benjamin Franklin
Body/Mind/Spirit Silver Winner

gut-wrenching spiritual journey facing 2016 Indie Book Awards Runner Up
her demons, fears to enlightenment. 2016 Beverly Hills Book Awards Winner

Calling You

Stellar Nations – Soul Families

By Dr. Beatrix Czeize & Aniko Gresko
$30 SC $18 Ebook 788 pages
Dolphin Dream Ltd.stellarnations.com

(2 Volumes) The Cosmic History
Chronicles of the Milky Way Galaxy
By Dr. Beatrix Czeizel and Aniko Gresko

Winner of Bookvana Awards 2017, Finalist $40 for 2 vol. ISBN 978 963 08 25337
in New Age at Body, Mind, Spirit Book Dolphin Dream Ltd. stellarnations.com
Winner / New Age in
Awards, Intern’l Book Awards, Amsterspirit. Tweens/young adults.
Mom’s Choice Silver Award/Young Adult Books dam, Paris, & New York Book Festivals
Body, Mind, Spirit Book Awards

Miracles Master the Art

The Girl Who Could Read Hearts
Winner 9 Book Awards –
Inspirational / Spiritual Fiction

Healing Medically Incurable Illness

Sherry Maysonave, an expert in nonverbal
communication, explores the power of intuition and the complex dynamics of family
life. Born gifted with a rare 7th sense –
the ability to read human hearts coupled
with keen intuition – Kate struggles against
her superpowers while delving into the
mysteries of angels, death, & the afterlife.
Intriguing…supernatural…seductive plot

Self-Help Finalist in the
2016 Book Excellence Awards

$20.99 Softcover | ISBN 9781504351119
$37.95 Hardcover | ISBN 9781504351133
$7.99 eBook
Amazon, B&N, Ingram, B&T, Indie Bookstores

www.TheGirlWhoCouldReadHearts.com

By Nancy Lynne Harris, M.A.

Teaches you how to heal yourself without medicine by changing your attitudes, feelings and
beliefs from negative to positive. Helps you
discover the specific positive words that will
heal your illness. Shows you how to control the
pure spirit energy you are made of. Includes
specific words to think to change your blood
chemistry for health. Helps you get well.
www.GodSpiritsUnited.com
$14.95 Paperback
Available at author’s website,
ISBN 978-0-9815-0464-3
Amazon, and Baker & Taylor

2016 Bronze and 2017
Silver medal winners of the
IPPY Visionary Fiction Awards

Dancing at Angel Abbey
By Lauren M. Bloom
Dancing at Angel Abbey shares the
heartwarming, humorous, and inspiring
story of one woman’s journey into a
realm where Heaven and Earth
intertwine, archangels eagerly share their
wisdom, and Divine destiny awaits.
"A deftly crafted and compelling read
from first page to last."
- Midwest Book Review
Balboa Press www.BalboaPress.com
$22.99 Paperback ISBN 978-1-5043-5331-1
$39.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1504353335
www.DancingAtAngelAbbey.com

Winner in New Age Fiction - International Book Awards
Winter 2017

$18.50 Pbk ISBN 978-0-9969693-0-7
Flying Squirrel Pub. Randimaggid.com
Daughter of Holocaust survivors
develops chronic pain from abuse and
transforms it into LOVE.

The Tigress and the Yogi
& The Mountain Goddess
By Shelley Schanfield

M

agical novels following extraordinary women of the Buddha’s time.
“Schanfield’s portrayal of the
feminine aspects of the divine is highly
potent...” - Foreword Reviews
THE TIGRESS AND THE YOGI
“...comparable to Carlos Casteneda’s
$20 Pbk, 382 pages; $2.99 e-Book
shamanistic Don Juan books...Fans of
ISBN 978-0-9968491-4-0
grand-scale historical fiction from writTHE MOUNTAIN GODDESS
ers like Guy Gavriel Kay will find this
$25 Pbk; 463 pages; $2.99 e-Book
well worth the read.” - Blue Ink Reviews
ISBN 978-0-9968491-3-5
Lake House Books ShelleySchanfield.com www.facebook.com/SadhanaTrilogy/

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review
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Holiday Gift Ideas
THE LIGHT
THAT SHINES
}

Through the Fields of Fear

M AI CALE V

How to Live with a Psychic

Pudge Learns to Meditate

By Crystal Hope Reed

The Light That Shines
Through the Fields of Fear

Soul Explorer

Healing through Past Life Regression
By Patricia S. McGivern
$12.99 Pbk, $2.99 eBook, $19.99 Audio
By Mai Calev
$15.95 Pbk ISBN 978-0692814178
ISBN 978-1945031007
$11.95 Pbk $3.99 Ebook
Soul Key www.PatriciaMcGivern.com
Order: New Leaf, Ingram & Amazon
ISBN 978-1-4525-6928-4
Reviews: “Riveting! A Must Read.”
www.CrystalHopeReed.com
Balboapress.com & Maicalev.com
Filled with easy-to-follow mindful breathing exer- Learn how to thrive when your relationship Release Your Fear, Reclaim Your Life “Fascinating and compelling.”
cises and mini meditation for home or classroom. takes this increasingly common detour. Connect with the TRUTH of Who You Are!
“Intriguing. A fantastic read.”

A Guide for Getting Young Minds Mindful
By Kimberly a. Rainville
Hand Illustrated by Adam T. Hewitt
Tellwell Pub. kimberlyareiki.wixsite.com/northbay
$18.95 USD Amazon, B&N, Indiebound.org

Triumph
By Ingrid Kern

Creating a Lifetime of Wellness:
Start Having the Life You Deserve
By Aura E. Martinez
$15.95 SC; $30.95 HC ISBN 978-1-4582-2088-2
AbbottPress.com, B&N & Amazon
www.auraemartinez.com
Have the great well-being that you deserve
for a lifetime. Find out how today!

Triumph gives the reader a glimpse
of what the author went through during
her intense five-year training to
participate at the Senior Olympics.
In the process, she was determined to
conquer the still powerfully looming
influence of her father, who abused
her physically, emotionally and
psychologically.

Simple Suggestions to Nourish
the Mind, Body, and Spirit
By Elizabeth Baldwin-Lodge
$11.99 SC ISBN~978-1-5043-7068-4
$3.99 Ebook Balboa Press
elizabethbaldwin-lodge.com

Dog Ear Publishing
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 978-1-4575-4991-5
www.ingridkern-author.com

This is a SECRET guide for feeling
HAPPY every day, offering wisdom,
recipes, & inspirational activities.

The Purifying Room Life-Changing Classics
The Cosmic Adventures
of Crystee Daveen
By Kaiyann Isa

A beautiful cosmic adventure for everyone
from young teens to adults who desire to
activate their own self-healing abilities!
Discover how you can purify your body
and release emotional blocks and misaligned energy. It’s time to awaken to your
true divine essence, so open your heart and
begin to remember who you really are.
Balboa Press
$23.95 SC $3.99 E-Book
www.CosmiqueFocus.net & Balboapress.com
52 Pages
Available on Amazon and B&N
ISBN 9781504310734

Believe Achieve Soar!

 








 








Believe
Achieve
Soar!






 


Your step by step
guide for turning
your dreams
into a reality

Teresa Mills

Your Step by Step Guide for
Turning Your Dreams into a Reality
By Teresa Mills
Filled with simple, practical
and easy to implement techniques
Believe Achieve Soar! takes readers on
a journey of self-discovery that leads to
the creation of their new dream life.
Readers stand empowered, confident
and excited as they embrace the
possibilities and opportunities that
this new adventure brings.

$20.99 USD Soft Cover
$3.99 Ebook
ISBN 978-1-5043-0467-2
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Balboa Press
www.inspiredtodream.com.au
Available on Amazon and B&N

By Beloved Bestselling Author Peter McWilliams

How To Heal Depression
By Harold Bloomfield, M.D.
& Peter McWilliams
$14.95 Pbk 251 pgs ISBN 978-0931580390
Mary Books / Prelude Press

This wonderfully inspiring book can be lifechanging for anyone suffering from depression.

How to Survive the Loss
of a Love
By Harold Bloomfield, M.D.,
Melba Colgrove, Ph.D. & Peter McWilliams
$7.95 Pbk 208 pgs ISBN 978-0931580437
Mary Books / Prelude Press

A bestselling classic with over 4 million copies
in print!

You Can’t Afford The Luxury
Of A Negative Thought
By Peter McWilliams
$7.95 Pbk 558 pgs ISBN 978-0931580246
Mary Book Pub.

A book for people with any life-threatening illness – including life.
www.mcwilliams.com
All available: APGboks.com & Amazon

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Holiday Gift Ideas

Angel Pennies

Driving Into Infinity

DAILY WORD

DAILY WORD

Affirmation Cards: Peace
Affirmation Cards: Healing
By Laura L
By Paula Lenz
Unity Books
Unity Books
$11.99 Pbk, $28.95 HC, $3.99 Ebook $17.45 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5043-8501-5
Cards
ISBN
9780871593719
$12.95
$12.95 Cards ISBN 9780871593733
Balboa Press
ISBN 9781504384797 & 9781504384810
Available:
New
Leaf
or
shop.unityonline.org
Avail: New Leaf or shop.unityonline.org
www.angelpennies.com
Balboa Press tinyurl.com/paulalenz
Retail Discount code: LERMORE
Retail Discount code: LERMORE
A healing reflection from God
Deceased brother Don (1983) takes Paula
Maintain your natural state of wellness
sent through Penny Angels
into Infinity through out-of-body experience
with 30 health and wholeness affirmation Serenity for the heart and mind. Peace
within leads to peace in daily life.
in dealing with grief from death.
and lifelong after-death communications.
cards from Daily Word ® magazine.

Reversing Cancer
Through Mental Imagery

Angels Watching Over Me
By Kiros

By Simcha H. Benyosef
ACMI Press Drjerryepstein.org/catalog

$16.95 Pbk ISBN 1508820287
www.archangelsupport.net
CreateSpace, Amazon and B&N

New Perspectives for Conscious Living
Guide to Reiki Applications
By Monti Scribner
By Marina Lando & Valerie Remhoff
$12.95 Pbk ISBN 978-1-941065-27-3
$11.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1504338042
Formulas4living.com
Balboa Press Dynamichealingbook.com

A holistic program of mental imagery
and visualizations to heal from cancer
based on Colette Aboulker-Muscat.

These inspired pages tell the
secret to successfully navigate
your life course!

Learn simple, effective and highly
beneficial Reiki techniques you won’t
find anywhere else!

$18.95 Pbk $12 Ebook ISBN 978-1-883148-09-6

Dynamic Healing: A Practitioner’s

Wisdom and Awareness

Stories of Celtic Goddesses

A channeled book by
Lynn Baribault

By Ayn Cates Sullivan

This simple book is part of the
toolbox parents have to raise their
children. Lynn Baribault has
channeled Spirit Guides, Archangels
and Ascended Masters who, from
above, have set in motion a series of
shared wisdom, exercises and prayers
to guide parents in this important role
of raising their children.

“I

f ever someone had
found and resurrected
the missing half of the
Bible, it would be Ayn Cates
Sullivan.”
—Christina Sophia Stellarum,
MDiv. Harvard University
Legends of the Grail,
Stories of Celtic Goddesses is
a collection of Irish myths and
legends told in the traditional
way with a twist. Each Goddess,
generally demonized or misunderstood, has the chance to tell
her story in a way that liberates
her from centuries of misunderstanding. The stories begin in
1700 BC when a super-natural
race of pre-Celtic people, known as the Tuatha De Danann or Sidhe,
choose to leave surface Earth. There are also meditations and visualizations to help the reader connect with the qualities and capacities
of each Goddess.

Winter 2017

This spiritual guidebook offers
an enlightened perspective about
the nature of our existence.

How to Raise Your Children with

Legends of the Grail

Infinite Light Publishing
$16.95 Paperback, ISBN 978-0-9884537-8-4, $3.99 eBook
$26.95 Hardcover, ISBN 978-0-9884537-9-1
www.infinitelightpublishing.com / www.ayncatessullivan.com

Not What We Appear To Be

Balboa Press www.lynnbaribault.com
$8.99 USD ISBN 9781504383738

Reducing Your Cancer Risk
A Holistic Approach
By Carl O Helvie, R.N., Dr. P.H.,
Holistic Cancer Foundation
One of two people will have cancer and
half are preventable. This book provides
research based interventions to reduce/
eliminate harmful environmental forces
such as carcinogenic chemicals/metals
and to strengthen individual’s resistance
holistically with nutrition, exercise, fluids,
supplements, gratitude, faith, forgiveness,
meditation, prayer, and other interventions.
Forty seven expert interviews included.
$14.95 Paperback
ISBN 9781634923682

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review

BookLocker
www.HolisticCancerFoundation.com
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Holiday Gift Ideas
Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.

Lessons from My

Inner Teacher
Intuitive Journaling as a
Tool for Growth

Living From The Center Within

If Joan of Arc Had Cancer

Simply Color for Everyday Living

Lessons From My Inner Teacher

Intuitive Journaling as a Tool for Growth
By Diantha Harris +
Finding Courage, Faith and Healing from
Co-creating Who You Are Becoming
By Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.
25 Professional Contributors
History’s Most Inspirational Woman Warrior
By Michele Rae
$17.99 Softcover ISBN 9781452581941
$35.00 Hardcover
By Janet Lynn Roseman, PhD
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 978-1-55778-929-7
BalboaPress.com; also on Amazon, B&N
50% off for Booksellers
Paragon House, Bookmasters (Atlas Books) $15.95 Pbk ISBN 978-1- 060868-318-5
www.sharonbrunink.com
www.lifepotentials.net
www.centerwithin.com
www.newworldlibrary.com
Learn to access unlimited, higher wisdom
Journey toward living a life you love Reclaim inner strength with the icon of A one of a kind book sharing how to use
& knowledge through the soul’s
feminine courage and faith, Joan of Arc. color for support and transformation.
inner guidance using intuitive journaling.
in higher consciousness.

Just Be Love

A Dream-Guided Meditation

Templar Tarot: The Journey

Messages on the Spiritual and Human Journey
Model and the Personalized
Artist: Allen Chester
By David Schroeder
Method for Interpreting Dreams
Author: Stephen Dafoe
$17.99 Softcover
By Evelyn M. Duesbury
$39.95 / 101 Card Deck & 176 pg Book
ISBN 978-15043-4245-2 $3.99 E-Book Discounted $56 ISBN 978-1-138-69333-3
Order now at
Balboapress.com, Amazon B&N
Routledge www.routledge.com/
www.inspirebydesign.com.
Vignettes on human love and the intent
products/9781138693333
of divine love - to remember we are love. May bring calm wisdom for the day’s activities.
Email for quantity discount.

The Art of HealingArt

ISBN: 9780934245524 | $11.95

The Keys to Power & Awareness

By Jacqueline Ripstein
In Challenging Times...Give Your Loved Ones
The Perfect Gift!
•The Art of
HealingArt is a
powerful tool to
transform your life
and unveil your Light.
•Each lesson guides
the reader into revelations that are lifetransforming, a
challenge for all
who dare to uncover
their shadows, thus
mastering their lives.
•This book encompasses our life’s
journey. It is a call to raise our consciousness
and vibrations. Its purpose is to guide us to
reunite with Spirit. Awakening wisdom, it
helps you to transcend limiting thoughts,
beliefs, and habits.
$40.00 / Color: Collector’s Edition (flexibound)
ISBN 978-0989380430
$25.00 / B&W Edition ISBN 978-0989380423
& Spanish: El Arte de Sanarte
(www.elartedesanarte.com)
Order: www.TheArtofHealingart.com,
New Leaf & Amazon.
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ISBN: 9780962720956 | $14.95

ISBN: 9780965298001 | $29.95

ISBN: 9781880698778 | $13.95

ISBN: 9780965903288 | $12.95

ISBN: 9781880698044 | $14.95

ISBN: 9780962720932 | $15.95

ISBN: 9780962720963 | $2.95

ISBN: 9780962720925 | $13.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Original Angel Cards Book ................................................................................. ISBN: 9780934245500
The Original Angel Cards Deck & Book Set ................................................................. ISBN: 9780934245517

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller

$7.95
$18.95

Winter 2017

Holiday Gift Ideas
Atheist to Enlightened
in 90 Days

How to Live
from Your Heart

Featuring the Equilibrium Diet
By Katie Grace Player, PhD
The awakening journey of a lifelong atheist:
Katie (PhD economics) suffered from
Deepen Relationships, Develop
Creativity & Discover Inner Wisdom
chronic fatigue, adrenal exhaustion, allergies
and asthma. Fed up, she began searching
for health--she created the Equilibrium Diet,
The Laws of the Universe
How to Live from Your Heart
which runs the body like an efficient
Deepen Relationships, Develop
and the Bible
business and eliminated all of her health
A Practical Guide to Abundant Living Creativity, and Discover Inner Wisdom
issues - the side effect was enlightenment.
By Nanette Hucknall
By Lori Kostenuk
$16.95 SC ISBN 978-1942891246
Balboa Press www.spiritualeconomist.org $13.33 Pbk ISBN 978-1-50435-612-1
MSI Press www.msipress.com
Balboa Press www.lorikostenuk.com
Amazon $8.99 Kindle
Learn to tap into the universal energy
Scads of activities to activate your
$14.99 Paperback ISBN 978-1504369022
flow for health, healing & living.
heart energy!
Nanette V. Hucknall

The Love of a Master
By Rev. Jesus Garcia, D.S.S.
At once profoundly wise and universally
practical, this intimate memoir reveals
the remarkable day-to-day teachings of
an inspiring modern-day spiritual master,
Dr. John-Roger, to his all-too-human
disciple, actor/producer Jesus Garcia—
who courageously shares their 26-year
journey of friendship and soul transcendence with heart-rending transparency,
vulnerability, and unconditional love.
Scott J-R Productions
$19.34 SC, $9.24 Kindle ISBN 978-0692881262
Order: Amazon & SoulTranscendence.com

A must-read for all body workers looking
to deepen and expand their practice

The Great Book of the
Essenian & Egyptian Therapies
By Daniel Meurois & Marie-Johanne Croteau
$34.95 Paperback ISBN 978-0-9987417-0-3

A true tale of harmony and freedom
between lifetimes and realms

The Portal of the Elves
By Marie-Johanne Croteau Meurois
$15.95 Pbk, $6.99 Ebook ISBN 978-0-9987417-1-0
Order: Amazon or sacredworldspublishing.com

Pathways of Personal Power
Finding My Way
By Marge the Angel Lady

T

hese teachings in
Pathways of Personal
Power are channeled
from an angelic entity named
Samara, offering information,
insights, advice, and practical
techniques and exercises to
help you make profound
changes in your life, by clearing out those old ways of
thinking or acting including
habit patterns, blockages,
limitations, negativity and
other resistance, you may
not even know you have.
It also explains how we got
here, the choices we made,
and how to reprogram yourself
to encourage and attract
what you want in life, so you can have what you prefer NOW!
A GREAT BOOK FOR 12 STEPPERS!
BalboaPress.com $8.99 E-book
$21.99 Paperback ISBN 978-1-5043-8664-7
$39.95 Hardback ISBN 978-1-5043-8666-1

Winter 2017

How I Beat

Macular Degeneration
in the Early Stages
and How You Can, Too!
By Alan N. McClain
A NEW TOTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
FOR AGES 18 AND UP
Builds energy & career success improves vision - proven health tips.
Enables most who are over age 50 to
avoid or overcome, in the early stages,
a worldwide eye epidemic currently
affecting one in three people over age 65.
BeatMacularDegeneration.com
or BeatMacDegen.com

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review

CreateSpace.com
$19.99 Oversize SC ISBN 978-1515250500
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Books & CDs
Ascension Niguma Vol. 2 My Last Life on Earth

Through My Eyes: Elvis Presley

The Mantra Project
By Sangeeta Kaur

By Grace Pearl

“O

ne
of the
more interesing and
compelling
music projects
I have had the
opportunity to
hear this year.
Sangeeta has a
gorgeous angelic voice that melts into
your soul and hangs on tight. Some of the
music is prolific and larger than life. The
resounding drum beats and layers of instruments intertwine into an audible journey of
divinity. This women’s voice ranges from
silky smooth to operatic dependent on the
pace and movements in each track.” Reviewer Keith ‘Music Man’ Hannalek
Ascension includes renown
producer/composer Nicholas Neidhardt, the
Hungarian Studio Orchestra of Budapest,
the Sufi mystical ecstatic chant known as
Qawwali, as well as the world music wellsprings of West Africa and Armenia.
Sangeeta Kaur Music LLC
Available at quality book & record stores
SRP $15.99 CD UPC 700261458991
www.sangeetakaurmusic.com

Discover the amazing, true-life story of Elvis and the
compassionate spiritual message he conveys to humanity.

“F

rom this dimension, where Souls who have completed their
experience on Earth continue their lives – I want to set the
record straight about who I was, as Elvis Presley, and about my
last life on that planet.”
In this touching and captivating book by Grace Pearl, Elvis Presley
first sets the record straight about who he was and the life he led. Then, in a compelling
message, he explains that our true reality is a spiritual one and that the awakening of
consciousness is the key to meet the great challenges humanity faces today.
Ariane-Books.com $19.95 Soft Cover ISBN 978-2-89626-411-7

Order Form
Qty
Title
Price
Total
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Name
______________________________
Subtotal
Address
______________________________
____________________________________________________
Sales Tax
(If Applicable)
City,
State, Zip ________________________
____________________________________________________
Postage &
Phone
______________________________
Handling
____________________________________________________
Amount
E-mail ______________________________
Enclosed
____________________________________________________
Postage & Handling
$10.01 or less – $4.00
$10.01 – $20.00 = $5.00
$20.01 – $30.00 = $6.00

$30.01 – $40.00 = $7.00
$40.01 – $50.00 = $8.00
$50.01 or more = $9.00

All Prices are in U.S. Dollars

To advertise titles in our next
quarterly issue, or order free copies
for your bookstore, visit
www.LeadingEdgeReview.com
Sheila@Leadingedgereview.com
(952) 217-4665

Make check or money order payable to:

Spirits messages will shift you out
of the collective shadow and into the
higher vibrations of safety-hope
and understanding of the One Love
and Light of our planets incredible
Cosmic Ascension.
ISBN 9781541379763
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The titles featured in this issue are current or forthcoming. Please check with your bookseller for
availability. Publishers reserve the rights to change publication dates and prices without notice.
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